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GUIDE: Polish Application

PROCEDURE

1. PREPARE EQUIPMENT

2.INSPECT FLOOR
Ensure �oor is dry and clean. Floor should have been wet cleaned prior to application.

3. PREPARE AREA
Set up “Caution” signs in public areas. Place doorway mats at entrances.

 4. APPLY FIRST COAT OF FINISH
 Pour Finish into bucket and immerse clean mop. Lightly wring out mop to
 eliminate dripping. Apply a THIN coat of �nish to the �oor. Start applying the
 �oor �nish by running the mop parallel to and next to the skirting board.
 Do not apply �nish to the vertical portions of skirting boards and walls.
 Form a “U” shape section of applied �nish. Cover the remaining �oor area,
 inside the “U”, using “�gure 8” stroke. Use additional �nish as needed.
 Be sure to cover the entire �oor. Avoid splashing the �oor �nish.
 Allow �rst coat to dry completely.

 5. APPLY SECOND & SUBSEQUENT COATS OF FINISH
 Repeat the above instructions. You may wish to avoid building up edges by
 keeping a few inches away from the skirting board. Repeat the above instructions
 for the next two and all subsequent coats. More coats provide added
 protection to the �oor producing higher appearance levels.
 Allow �oor to dry before opening to tra�c.

 6. FLOOR PRESENTATION
 Without �oor �nish the �oor scu�s easily. 
 Peerless GEMINI Floor Finish produces a slip and scu� resistant smooth �oor surface 
 which is easily maintained with a choice of maintenance methods.

7. CLEAN UP
Immediately clean equipment at the conclusion of the procedure. Wash buckets, mops and wringers
thoroughly, rinse and allow to dry. Hang mops to dry away from walls. All other equipment should be
washed or wiped down and stored in the proper location Peerless manufacture a range of Floor Finishes and Floor Polishes.
The foregoing procedure applies to all products. eg. Elegance Floor Finish, Gemini Floor Polish, Gemini Timber Finish, Meridian Floor Finish,
Duraglo Floor Polish
  

PURPOSE:
To put a protective surface on �oors. To enhance the colour and beauty of �oors.
To increase the overall appearance level of the building.

PRODUCT TO USE:   Peerless GEMINI Floor Finish.
    Product is not hazardous see MSDS.

 Always ensure that all safety requirements are in place before commencing work 
 and where required all personal safety equipment is available and worn by cleaning technicians.


